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TRENDS AND CLIMATE EVOLUTION: STATISTICAL APPROACH FOR VERY HIGH TEMPERATURES IN FRANCE
SYLVIE
Abstract:
The existence of an increasing trend in average temperatures during the last 50 years is widely acknowledged. Furthermore, there is compelling evidence of the variability of extremes, and rapid strides are made in studies of these events. Indeed, by extending the results of the "extreme value theory" (EVT) to the non-stationary case, analyses can examine the presence of trends in extreme values of stochastic processes. Definition of extreme events, their statistical significance as well as their interpretations have to be handled with great care when used for environmental concerns and public safety. Thus, we will discuss the validity of the hypothesis allowing the use of mathematical theories for these problems. To answer safety requirements, respect installation norms and reduce public risk, return levels are a major operational goal, obtained with the EVT. In this paper, we give quantitative results for observations of high temperatures over the 1950-2003 period in 47 stations in France. We examined the validity of the non-stationary EVT and introduced the notion of return levels (RL) in a time-varying context. Our analysis puts particular accent on the difference between methods used to describe extremes, to perform advanced fits and tests (climatic science), and those estimating the probability of rare future events (security problems in an evolving climate).
After enouncing the method used for trend identification of extremes in term of easily interpretable parameters of distribution laws, we apply the procedure to long series of temperature measurements 2 and check the influence of data length on trend estimation. We also address the problem of choosing the part of observations allowing appropriate extrapolation. In our analysis, we determined the influence of the 2003 heat wave on trend and return-level estimation comparing it to the RL in a stationary context. The application of the procedure to 47 stations spread over France is a first step for a refined spatial analysis. Working on the behavior of distribution parameters while assessing trend identification, is a primary tool in order to classify climatic change with respect to the location of the station and open a systematic work using the same methodology for other variables and multivariate studies.
Introduction
Dimensioning of civil engineering works is based on the statistical evaluation of return levels for some defined return periods (20, 50 or 100 years depending on the required reliability).
For example, air conditioning for some sensitive industrial sites is based on 100-year return levels of high local temperature. These methods, known as extreme evaluation methods, exist since mid 20 th -century, and were primarily introduced by Gumbel (1958) . Since then, much advancement has been made in numerous fields such as hydrology and oceanography. The greenhouse effect and its possible consequences drive increasing interest of the public and of scientists for these methods. Estimation of extreme temperature in a non-stationary context becomes crucial. We shall see that the best statistical fit to observed data in order to get a good description and understanding of a more or less recent behavior leads to different mathematical choices than the ones induced by extrapolation
objective. An important part of this paper deals with descriptive statistics. Still, we approach and dispute pertinent conflicts in climate statistics between mathematical distribution fitting or description and prediction problems. Concerns on extreme events grow in strength because of their socio-economical impacts. Thus, their prediction becomes critical. A clear and unified definition of return levels in a non-stationary context is a fundamental basis for proper prediction. In addition, physical considerations are necessary for appropriate extrapolation.
The foundation of the EVT relies on two general definitions of extreme events. Those can be considered as maxima of given blocks of time (e.g. a year or a month), described by the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution. Another specification consists of Peaks Over
Threshold (POT), where extremes are retained values over a properly chosen high threshold.
These exceedances, when independent and in sufficient quantity follow a Generalized
Pareto Distribution (GPD). The series of occurrences of these events is the trajectory of a
Poisson process.
The EVT has been primarily developed for the fields of oceanography and hydrology (Coles 2001 and Katz et al 2002) . In comparison with this last paper, we detail here the problematic of non stationarity in introducing new models and considering in more details the role of the observation length, the sensitivity to a large observation and the link between the general and extreme modeling. Leadbetter et al. (1983) give the detailed probabilistic foundations of the theory. The paper of Smith (1989) is basic for environment examples and gives examples of non-stationary models.
An increased number of studies were since then applied to climate or environmental issues, but only a few investigate the potential non stationarity of extreme events. The validity of statistical methods depends on asymptotic properties, whereas the definition itself of extremes make them rare, thus implying the necessity to work with long data series. These are hard to obtain, which hinders considerably their statistical estimation. Some hypotheses can be generalized to data dependent in time, but there is no serious mathematical evidence of correctness of these extensions. Another difficulty when attempting to extrapolate rare events is related to the fractious inference of mathematical laws to a class of events never observed in the past. These objections can be resolved by statistical verifications of the quality of model choices. Furthermore, the non stationary context requires additional mathematical hypotheses in order to carry out extrapolation.
Although the methods are based on simple ideas, the theoretical foundation of the probability theory is not completely done until now. The underlying hypotheses one has to ascertain to justify the statistical model are formulated in the EVT for the stationary case. Still, when dealing with non stationary spatially distributed time series, these processes are fastidious and often left behind in analyses. They often involve graphical tools which can only be applied for exploratory studies. Thus, the classical statistical tools need to be significantly improved.
Stationary series contain no cycle and no monotonous trend. The main specificity of this paper is to give a methodology that allows formulating empirical laws on distributions and on the evolution of temperature extremes with time. Trend is usually defined as a function or set of functions of time, modeling the variations of some parameters to roughly describe the evolution of data. In this paper, the notion of trend is split into two complementary concepts to explain distributions of extreme temperatures and their occurrences in time. For extrapolation purposes, trend has to be a clearly monotonous or a periodic, well-identified function, which in our analysis is not always the case. When best fitting models having the largest likelihood are not monotonous, we need to modify our choice, to obtain simple return level evolutions. However, this approach can lead to inadmissible physical or climatic considerations we will try to explain. A better approach is to consider time as an ordinary explicative (clearly deterministic) variable (in statistical language a covariate). Mathematical theory does not mind a specific covariable, we can replace it by 6 any other one as for instance an index of greenhouse gas emission. Both variables can also be taken into account. We do not detail this approach here for the following reasons: for a recent past, it can be shown that in order to built a non stationary model, the choice of either of these covariates is almost equivalent. But from a statistical point of view it is not correct to keep both variables in the model, they are redundant. For the long period we want to study, time seems clearly more adequate. For prediction we then choose to extrapolate recent temporal trends, which is equivalent to extrapolate past greenhouse gas evolution.
In this paper, we propose a detailed methodology to identify and estimate trends in series of very high temperatures and to perform the required tests on the statistical model validity.
Two kinds of statistical problems are considered: the specific effect of the chosen period and the sensitivity to one particular observation. We make also some remarks on the effect of clustering. These results are used to do extrapolations for the evaluation of return levels.
We have done computation for the two approaches, GEV and POT, only the POT method (and results) will be described here, as outcomes are similar in both cases.
Identifying and evaluating the trend will be presented in part 2, with details and results in part 
Data description and methods
Provided by Météo-France, series of temperature are 3-hourly daily measurements at fixed intervals (0h, 3h, 6h, 12h, 15h, 18h, 21h) with an instrumental precision of 1/10 degree. Data This means that there exist functions t)and tsuch that for every 1 ,...
Seasonal Effects
with =(tj) and =(tj)
To apply the POT theory, a few pre-processing steps need to be applied (details are presented in appendix 1).
A proper threshold choice is the first concern, followed by the declustering procedure. In this way, we can obtain the clusterization coefficient defined as the inverse value of the (random) length of clusters. It is estimated by the ratio of the number of clusters divided by the number of points over the threshold.
A first non-parametric analysis with splines or wavelets (Green et al.1994) indicates the class of models we should consider in an effort to estimate the temporal evolution of the t) tand I(t) general variation of extreme events. Indeed, the I(t) function will describe the change in frequencies of extremes, whereas t) will depict the evolution of their strength. This descriptive method suggested the choice of polynomials and the class of continuous piecewise linear (CPL) functions. To choose the optimal model among one class we opted for the objective likelihood test. Finally, goodness of fit tests allow us to check the fit of the obtained distribution of exceedances to the Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD), the belonging of the set of dates to a Poisson process, and validate the hypotheses of independence.
Trends
The details for trend identification are given in appendix 1 and discussed hereafter.
As stated earlier, the notion of trend in our analysis is subtle and we will now discuss its definition and interpretation.
The POT model clearly shows the problem that we have to face. We have two stochastically independent objects: the Poisson process and the sequence of exceedances over the threshold. If we suppose the shape parameter of the GPD constant, we have two parameters characterizing extreme climate. First, the intensity () It of the Poisson process of the dates of exceedances accounts for the frequency of extreme events. Then, from the GPD, the mean () t  /(1-) of these peaks, describes their magnitude (let us note that  is also proportional to the square root of the variance of the Pareto distribution which makes the interpretations more difficult). From the stochastic independence, the evolution of these two functions has no reason to be linked, for instance I (t) may increase when  (t) decreases, increases or remains constant. If  (t) decreases while I(t) increases, the occurrence of rare events changes and becomes more frequent, but their strength is less intense.
A very natural question concerns the relation between the change in the distribution of the whole data set and the evolution of extremes. In the case of the total observation period, trends will describe the alteration of the mean and sometimes of the variance of some distribution F, often specified as Gaussian. We try in appendix 4 to show how trends depend on the distribution of the observations, especially when the shape parameter is fixed and strictly negative for high temperatures thus depicting non-gaussian distributions.
In fact, there do not exist any mathematical theory to deduce trends for extremes from trends for the whole distribution. In appendix 4 we try to explain why. The main reason is the following: the knowledge of this transfer function implies a precise knowledge of the distribution of the observations, and the knowledge of trends in mean and variance and of the shape parameter, which characterizes the distribution of extremes, is not sufficient.
However, even in the stationary case, extreme theory is often used without any attempt to extract all the information contained in the observations. Working without this extreme value theory, in making direct and explicit computations on distributions, implies the estimation of the probability distribution with a large precision. This is impossible in the stationary case, then even more in a non stationary context.
Results
Period of observation: effect on trend choice
It is clear that the estimated trend in the statistical model will be highly dependent on the period of observation. But does the parameter depend on the period or is it a physical characteristic of extreme temperatures at a given station? The long Paris-Montsouris time series can help us examine the question and explore the parameter in detail.
In order to analyze it, we consider 6 nested periods (noted as P) as follows: When examining the trend, we obtain the best polynomial degrees of fitted models for the two considered parameters: the Poisson intensity I(t) and the Pareto parameter (t) (see Table 1 ). Presented results are the same for the two confidence levels 0.1 and 0.05, these tests are performed using two methods detailed in appendix 1. The optimal polynomial fitted depends strongly on the observation period. We can thus conclude that our analyzed data is highly non stationary. The degree 5 of the I(t) function for the whole period is not surprising, it allows to capture smooth oscillations of the Poisson intensity already detected by a non parametric analysis (splines or wavelets, Green and Silverman, 1994) without any use of arbitrary choice of polynomial model. Figure 2 shows the evolution of I(t), the intensity of the Poisson process, with time, for the whole period and for the optimal models found. The optimal CPL model obtained consists of four linear fragments, thus depending on 8 parameters against 6 for the optimal polynomial.
A direct comparison with the optimal polynomial model is, as we said previously, difficult. For shorter periods the degree for amplitudes of exceedances is smaller. The quartic observed in the (t) parameter Pareto distribution of period P31 has to be considered as an expression of an important variability ( is proportional to the quadratic mean) fitted on a short period rather than an evidence of a trend on values above the threshold.
A notable result is that there is no significant dependence of the  parameter on the period, nor on the family of models chosen (for the optimal model). Thus, this parameter seems invariant in time, at least when the time series is long enough to obtain an appropriate precision for the estimation, i.e. around 40 years. Thus, we can do some physically coherent classification with interesting physical features of the stations using this parameter. To apply the theory of POT models without corrections, we have to be sure that the observations are provided by a weakly dependent stochastic process (see Leadbetter et al. 1983 for precisions on "weakly"). The first step in order to discuss this point is to estimate the clustering coefficient . We use the simplest estimator already defined; it gives here =0.5± 0.1. This is roughly equivalent to say that the mean cluster length is 2 days. When  is clearly less than 1 (in practice less than 0.2) then it can happen that the temporal dependence is so strong that one has to modify the theoretical results used here. This is not the case for hot air temperatures. There is an important loss of information for 2003 and similar episodes. In this cases, the clusters are very long (this is due to the high difference between the maximal temperature inside the cluster and the threshold temperature). We shall discuss this point in a forthcoming paper. In fact, declusterization forces the independence between exceedances. However, it has the deep drawback not to take into account another kind of non stationarity: the increase of the cluster length. A non stationary threshold could be thought as an alternative method, but this is not true because a suitable threshold varies too slowly to solve this problem.
Results for the 47 stations
Shape values and extreme values amplitude trend
We identify an optimal polynomial model for the Poisson process intensities associated with the days of occurrence of temperature over the threshold and for the parameter (t) of the Pareto distribution. We also describe an optimal CPL (continuous piecewise linear) model.
This has been done for the whole observation periods for each station, and the main results are described in this section.
As it is well known, the shape parameter  is difficult to estimate, which is confirmed with our obtained confidence intervals. table examples of such bounds for stationary and non stationary optimal models. In the second case, the optimal maximum bound (max) will be obtained for the last date of observation (given by a 0.95 confidence interval), whereas the minimal one refers to the first date (min). For more than 40 years of observation, the intensity is very often increasing in a quadratic way, causing an increase in occurrences of extreme events. An exception is the Mediterranean coast with a cubic evolution. Between 40 and 25 years of observation the degree falls to a linear or null dependence in the north near the Channel.
In summary, trends classify climate variation of extremely high temperatures in the following way: the South and the Alps have strong increase of both probability of exceedances and mean over the threshold; Central part has only a quadratic trend for amplitudes of extremes;
Channel and Atlantic coasts have a weaker increasing trend. A strong confidence on these results requires at least 30 years (these is an order of magnitude) of observations.
Polynomials versus Continuous Piecewise Linear (CPL) functions
Let us now discuss the choice of the model class between polynomials or CPL models. The advantage of CPL models is to capture more details. Statistical tests allow more parameters for these models (we will not give mathematical reasons in this paper). For instance for long periods, instead of a quadratic trend (3 parameters) for the Poisson intensity we generally find a model with three pieces (6 parameters) which is much more informative. 
Discussion on period length and 2003 effects
The effect of the period length is highly relevant in the case of non stationary process.
Similarly, the year 2003 will have an impact on our estimations, considering its critical characteristic: it is the strongest and the last value of the time series. The most important results are given here on selected stations with 54 years of observation.
We can see that the year 2003 changes dramatically the highest extreme. 
A suitable definition for the non stationary case
In the stationary case, the return level za for a years is the level for which the probability of exceedance every year is equal to 1/a. In the non-stationary case, knowing the identified trend, we need to re-define za as the unique level such that the expectation of the number of exceedances over za in the next a years will be 1. We shall define the return level a z for a years starting from the date 0 t , so the return level has to be thought as a function of the initial date and of the number of years taken into account to make the prediction. The definition for the stationary case is a particular case of this one.
Influence of non monotonous model choice
This extension of the return levels to the non stationary case is a very important point for the use of statistical tools to make predictions on extreme values. In this paper, the prediction is done using an extrapolation of the trends of the chosen model in order to estimate a return level for the future in a changing climate.
Prediction in extremes as well as in the whole observation distribution cannot only be based on statistical tools if extra information can be given by physical simulation models or by scenario based not only on physical considerations but also on sociological and political ones, associated with energy consumption. Our concern here was to evaluate return levels valid for the near future (the next 20-30 years) taking climate evolution into account. Climate simulations do not yet provide spatially refined information at that time scale, thus, we choose to use statistical extrapolations.
It is reminded that the optimal model has been identified using statistical tests in order to fit a model to the data. We apply the so-called principle of parsimony that chooses the model with the largest number of parameters allowed by the mathematical theory. What about this choice for extrapolation? If the estimated parameter function is neither monotonous nor periodic, there is no natural way to define this extrapolation (of course this point remains a problem every time the explicative covariate is not given by extra statistical information).
Therefore, even if the model choice leads to a non-monotonous polynomial of high degree, we will have (for instance, but this is a quite arbitrary decision) to decrease the degree to obtain a monotonous polynomial. Moreover, we have to check that extrapolation will always provide positive Poisson intensity I(t) and (t) functions, so decreasing functions are not admissible estimates for long return levels computation.
Even so, extrapolation using high-degree polynomial functions is risky. For instance it is clear that if the increasing trend for Poisson intensity or for the Pareto mean relies on polynomial models of cubic degree or higher, extrapolation over 50 years will be reduced to the cubic term and will have neither reasonable physical nor mathematical significance. Thus, the model choice is physically not realistic for the Pareto distributions as soon as the degree is larger than 2 and the period larger than the observation one.
To solve this problem, we can work with sub-optimal models with an upper limit of quadratic polynomials, or perform computations with CPL models, which will avoid the artificial effect of the high degree of polynomials.
This constraint is still not sufficient. The weakness of CPL models is that prediction is done extrapolating the last linear piece. The slope of this linear fragment may be too dependant on the distribution of the last observed values in the last period, for instance on the "2003 effect" if the prediction is done in 2004! We define a specific statistical procedure in order to control these edge effects (see appendix 3).
The detected change in temperatures since the seventies (most certainly due to anthropogenic influence) implies a careful choice of the length of data considered to compute return levels. 
Results
We present the results of computed return levels for maximum observation period featured for each station (as described in section 2), with comparison between stationary and suboptimal polynomial model (i.e with a quadratic limit to the Pareto (t) parameter function) for 30-, 50-and 100-year return periods. Figure 8 shows results for 30-year return levels for the stations with more than 40 years of available observations. For a 30-year return period, optimal (or sub-optimal) models generally increase the return level by 1 to 2 degrees (1.5 is exceeded near the Atlantic and Channel coasts). For shorter observation periods (for instance 22 years) this difference is less marked, with only a 0.5 to 1 degree increase in RLs.
When the optimal Pareto model is of higher degree than 3, considering CPLs doesn't improve the results.
To assess statistical significance of obtained return levels, we need to compute their confidence intervals. We noticed that more than 90% of the variance is connected to errors in the fit of the Pareto distribution. Thus, the contribution of the Poisson error is insignificant. In particular, for high optimal degrees of the Pareto model, the mean square error on the RL reaches 0.5 degrees for a 30-year return period and 50 years of available data. Since asymptotic hypotheses are not valid for almost all non stationary models we have considered (see Malek 2004), we need to estimate confidence intervals through simulations. Of course, the simulation is a heavy procedure; we give in appendix 1 some methodological procedures.
Conclusion
We studied very high and very low (not shown) temperatures for a large set of stations over years. This trend is mainly quadratic for polynomial models and presents 3 or 2 fragments when considering CPL functions. Probably, this method gives intuitive partitions of the observation periods. These two families of models give similar results.
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The (t) function describes the non-stationarity of the magnitude but also the variability of extreme events and its behavior is station-dependent. Still, the interpretation of this parameter is difficult since it accounts for both the mean and the variance of extremes. (t) The jump in records sequence is between twice and four times the observed and regular jumps of more or less 0.4 degrees in past observations. 2003 observation could also be explained with a not so small probability by an acceleration of the increasing trend. However, even using sophisticated CPL models, there is not enough observations to prove or invalidate this hypothesis.
Estimation of  is one of the main technical difficulties for the computation of return levels.
Results are more given in this part in order to illustrate a methodology than for their intrinsic value. A 30-year return level for very hot temperatures (above the 99 th percentile for the whole year, and above the 97 th percentile for the hot periods), will be more realistic for the CPL models, where extrapolation is more justified for long observation periods. For polynomial optimal non-stationary models, the increase for the 30-year return level varies from 1 to 2 degrees, with a 0.5 degree precision. This result is similar to the mean trend of the observation period.
This complex but exploratory analysis is meant to be exploited in advanced studies of extreme events or for different meteorological variables. It can also be used with other varying variables than time, alone or jointly with time.
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Perspective : Spatial qualitative aspects
Till now, we applied our procedure independently for a set of S stations. To avoid local fluctuations, we could try to compute a global trend for the whole set or sub-set of stations.
This problem, for flood predictions, was brought by Katz et al. (2002) , and is well-known in classical statistics with Gaussian models. In the framework of rare events, correlations between stations are insufficient to summarize dependencies. Furthermore, a multivariate model is not available for extremes as is it in the Gaussian case to study average fields. The accessible copula theory of multivariate extremes is an efficient tool in probability theory to analyze spatial dependencies, but these complex models require a large amount of data.
Pairwise exploratory studies confirm that correlation is not a good dependency measure and that the agreement of extreme events is strongly dependent on the geographical proximity.
Acknowledgments We would like to express our particular gratitude to one of the reviewer and the editor for their accurate remarks, suggestions and important references. where A is the observation length in years. We always check this rule verifying first the stability: the model parameters have to be stable when the number of declusterized exceedances is modified by a number of 10.
Then we have to check the model adequacy. To perform classical tests of fitting, we have (it is a fastidious but obliged way) to transform the models into stationary models, by change of clock for the Poisson process and change of scale for the Pareto one.
Therefore, we are now able to use the classical graphical rules with a correct mathematical basis.
We have made this verification for all stations in order to verify that our threshold is correct for the stationary process obtained after transformation. It has always been the case except for 4 stations.
Rough trend research, choice of model into a given class and confidence intervals.
To deal with a possible trend, we use the POT model with I(t) (intensity parameter of the Poisson process) and t) (of the Pareto distribution) as functions of time t. The independence of those two parameters allows separate partial likelihoods. The parameter  gives the shape of the Pareto density and is the most difficult to estimate. As we already detailed, we have verified that a generally admitted use of time-independent is reasonable.
A first, non parametric study suggests a proper choice of classes of model functions for the parameters I(t) and (t). This is done using the method of penalized likelihood and cross validation giving cubic splines estimates or a wavelet method (Green and Silverman 1994).
The behavior of I(t) and (t) provided by the non parametric study allows choosing a parameterized class of functions. Thus, a polynomial of degree at most 5 is a reasonable choice for time dependence of those functions. Alternatively, piece-wise linear functions have been applied and provide interesting results. We address the problem of the choice of the best polynomial function, the estimation of its coefficients and the evaluation of the variance of the estimators.
The detailed procedure concerns the simplest case of the Poisson intensity I(t) or the (t)
function, but can be applied to any parametric nested model (like CPL functions).
For every integer d (
we compute the set of coefficients which maximizes the loglikelihood for data Xi with a Poisson intensity I depending on time as a polynomial of degree d with these coefficients (see appendix 2 for the expression of log-likelihood).
To choose the optimal model for I(t), we test the best model for d against the best model for But in our case, asymptotic hypotheses are not always satisfied. For Poisson non stationary process estimation, asymptotic theory can be irrelevant and very inappropriate in some cases (see Malek (2004) ). Therefore, to be cautious, we prefer to control classical methods by simulation procedures to perform tests (for example, we do not want to apply without control chi-square approximations to the test of likelihood ratios) and to compute confidence intervals (reasonable confidence level is chosen as 0.05 or 0.1). We start from the optimal estimated model. We simulate 10000 trajectories of the POT model. On every trajectory, we estimate the optimal model and his parameters. Thus, we obtain an estimate of their 31 distribution, a confidence interval and confidence volumes. Now, we can check the coherence of the initial choice with the value of the percentage of trajectories which give this choice. For the return level, we compute its value for every trajectory and then we compute the confidence interval from the estimated distribution of the return level. The agreement between classical methods modified as previously explained and the simulation results are good enough. As confidence intervals, we choose the longer of the two estimates.
Model validation
Following the above procedure, the optimal model in the class of all polynomial or CPL models is chosen, and validated through Kolmogorov or chi-square goodness of fit tests. To check the Poisson character, we test if the distribution of intervals between dates of events is exponential. In this validation, non stationarity implies to perform a change of clock and adapt the test. Similarly, we test for adjustment of the Pareto distribution and the independence between the two processes. These tests are performed on the "best candidate" in the class. 
Appendix 2 : log-likelihood expression
where N L is the sum of two independent terms:
the log-likelihood of the exceedances (GPD), with h defined as 
Appendix 3 : Technical problems with CPL models
The main difficulty of CPL functions lies on their non identifiability, i.e the same model can be defined by different sets of parameters. The classical theory of likelihood is not valid anymore and one has to use a specific theory similar to that given for mixture models by DacunhaCastelle and Gassiat (1996) . This issue results in problems of estimation of parameters that can have no consistent estimators. This can be avoided under the constraint of separation of angular nodes, e.g. by 10 years.
Appendix 4 : Trend on all observations and trend on extremes
We don't try to expose a complete mathematical theory (which does not exist as we explain).
We just give some ideas of what can happen for climate variable, considering simpler situations than the one considered in this paper.
First, suppose we have to deal with gaussian variables. Daily maximum temperature is then Tt with distribution N(m(t) ,(t)). What is a trend in this case? For constant, the trend is the function m(t). It can be estimated by some smoothing procedures as moving averages, kernels or wavelets.
If  is not constant, the notion of trend is more sophisticated and perhaps rather arbitrary because a variation of the mean (thought physically as a signal) is only significant if it is large enough compared to  (level of noise). Even if we have a good estimate of m and , there can exist significant trends on some time intervals and not on other ones.
Let us look now at extremes. Suppose =1 and m(t)=+β t with β >0. Let MN=max (T1,...TN).
Then, MN is equivalent to β N! There isn't any random effect for the behaviour. Of course this analysis is only valid in an asymptotic situation and it can be extended to POT models.
For temperature data, there is a trend on mean more or less linear, (in fact in some cases there exists a significant quadratic term). We observe a linear trend (or a quadratic one) for the mean parameter of GEV. It is in general stronger than the previous one. This can be a consequence of many kinds of changes in the distributions. For instance, if the tail moves slowly from a gaussian behaviour e x2 to an exponential behaviour e -ax , then we can observe the previous qualitative phenomena without any change for the popular shape coefficient  which always remains equal to 0.
Before giving a practical and perhaps methodological conclusion, let us go to another simple example.
Let now Tt have an exponential distribution depending on the sample size N given by its density Nexp-N(x-N) for x>N and 0 for x<N.
Let MN be defined as the maximum of observations as previously and let us look at the behaviour of MN.
As usually, we look to some sequences of real numbers AN and BN with evident physical meaning such that (MN-BN)/AN has a non zero limit distribution. One has to be convinced that in order to be able to understand the previous arrow, it should be necessary to estimate with an extreme precision the distribution of the observed temperatures including the tail and not only the shape parameter. This is quite impossible and in fact it is the reason why even in the stationary case, the use of GEV-POT theory is very general, precisely to avoid the previous, quite impossible, estimation.
